Bioinspired superhydrophilic-hydrophobic integrated surface with conical pattern-shape for self-driven fog collection.
It is well recognized by the scientific community that the fog can be deposited and transported on asymmetric surfaces, thus numerous efforts have been made to create such surfaces. However, it is still challenging to design a surface capable of fast deposition and rapid transportation simultaneously. Herein, inspired by the asymmetric structure of cactus spines and the cooperative hydrophilic/hydrophobic regions of desert beetles, a superhydrophilic-hydrophobic integrated conical stainless steel needle (SHCSN) is fabricated by a facile method. This integrated needle surface combines the merits of the fast deposition of fog on hydrophobic region and then rapid transportation on superhydrophilic surface. The droplet average transportation velocity on SHCSN is greater than other types of surfaces because of large Laplace pressure and self-driven phenomenon at its superhydrophilic-hydrophobic boundary. The best fog harvest efficiency was realized by optimizing the length of the hydrophobic region using theoretical modeling and experimental exploration, whereas the robust superhydrophilic needle surface induced the increase of collection time. This SHCSN was realized to be more efficient in fog collection than uniform superhydrophilic, uniform hydrophobic/superhydrophobic needle surfaces.